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INTRODUCTION TO THE UNIT
THE ENERGY CHALLENGE

will be control-lied in I, is twit by the fact that we coosuunc more energy per
capita iii the United States to pursue our cultural, industrial, and economic lives than
(71LIZCIIS in any other country in the world. Students will discover that the United States,
with approximately 7 percent of thc world's population, annnally uses over 35 percent Of
the total energy produced in the wi rld.

concept is presented for students in the Pieface to the Student Res urce
Roukkt , which tells them that -as Americans. _we arc at a turning point which we have
called the energy crisis.- Identification is atme given to the students of these major areas
where In gt kk'cision-rn nr must take place -;ind soon:

We have to Liiw if we can chat
the comieetions that exist between our
styles of Llaily life and our growing de-
mands fox more energy. Will we freely
choose srtialkr cars and mass transit,
building designs that economize heat and
light, and if it is costlyrecycling of all
possible rc sources?

We have to know if our environment
will be spoiled as we supply more and
more energy to our population. Will we,
or our descendants, have to live with air
and water pollution and with radioactive
wastes in order Lo satisfy the energy de-
mand?

We have to know if the United States
can continue to be the biggest energy con-
sumer on the international scene. Are we
and developing nations around the world
poing to he in real competition to get and
use the world's energy resources?

And, finally, we have to know if
each energy resource that we are now
using can bc more or less helpful to us in
the future. Which old and which new re-
sources can we safely develop, and how
much of a job can each one do for us?

As the unit evolves, you can expect your students not only to acquire energy facts hut
also to e.xpress an intcre. st in the human attitudes and values associated with the facts.

The Guide provides you with mcthods and suggestions that will help you coordinate the
components of this unit into a meaningful sequence of events for your class. The unit is
composed of five sections; under the heading Making the Materials Work, Suggestions for
the Teacher, you will observe that we have presented a treatment of the components to
be used in a section in the same sequence that we suggest you use them. We recommend
that you use the suggested sequence the first time you teach the unit and make any
varian ns thereafter which you prefer.

We have field-tested The Enewy Challenge and represent it as a two week instructional
unit which can he used daily for about ten hours. However, it is flexible enough for you
to make whatever -adaptations best suit your local class scheduling. Please note that
suggested extension activities (Activity Cards 1 12) are identified and described at the
end of each section for which the extensions are appropriate activities.

2
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the ways in wh icli energy can me, ured;
s ti li uts analyze tne frames of a silent filmstrip in order to (Ann-
r whi.nd the meanings of work, power, and fild.

Sec-Jon

Section IV

Section V

mu and !Tee-
-1 this section

Prohlonis of Supply and Demand i- trotlirces students to the pat-
terns of energy use in the Unitcd States and encourages serious
consideration of the Ind icncy of electric power production an(1
tra nsm ission.

EvaluaUou natural
and oil) precedes Crit eal apra kal of the United States' depen-
dence on foreign Ail and a stir ot the controversial nuclear
puwer

Evaluation of New Sourcc-s (fuson geothermal, vt
and '.iolar) is made througl -. articles and the ,nd iiltmm-

strip, as students prepare for the role-playing activity of the next
section.

Providing for the Future is done through a mock Congressional
Hearing at which siudents participate as energy "experts" and as
members of a Congressional Committee on Energy Needs to
determine the best ways to meet short-term and long-term energy
needs in the United States.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

The developers of Priority OP1C 1.rivironineit have recognized student input as eFs-ntial
to structuring significant learning experiences. The materials in tills unit, The I -rgy
Challenge, have been student and teacher-tested in the development stages. The eiuca-
tional objectives of the unit, as specified below, are correlated with a twenty-question
multiple choice test. It has been provided for your use on two of the Ecornerers. An-
swers to the test appear on page 28 of this Guide.

We recommend th@t you administer the unit test to each of your students bifore and
after using this unit so that you can measure the growth in learning that the Held-testing
of each Priority One unit has shown to take place. Further inquiry concerning evaluation
procedures and designs can be made directly to the Pollution Control Education Center,
Union Township Board of Education, Union, New Jerscy.

At rhe end of his unit, the student will be able to:

1. State one way in which foods and fuels are si ilar, and one way in which foods a.id
fuels are different.



I io the enertly s',11f1; tli1 ;M.; in
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Iden j ty the mot

Ily an(I speci I how

it in Nhich energy is used III e thin I today.

Estimate his (mil wertty (.OI 151 IllijI tion for a typical -laN,

5. Give tvvo for tho inereaan '1111111 m 01 unerg in the 1Jrnted rite

Mild a II 10 genera tor al l/or expldul how an etc( tric generator produces electr
ity.

7. Nye ttNatli i'; ANI1IFI1 it tverted from one 1111 In

into aliotlier.

8. NitRIc three Ways 111.11 mergy ortservi 1 Ill trao tation,

9. Name two ways that energy can he conserved in indUstry .

10. Explair vIty fluctre:icon t Lghti is Irloru efficient thiFuil incandL -ern lighti

11. Explain how the roof of a house can save energy.

12. CalcuLti which cars consume the least amount of gasoliae.

13. Give two reasons why coal supplied 70 percent f the energy demand of the United
States in 1900 and only 18 percent in 1975.

14, Give two reasons why the U nited States has been dependent on foreign oil.

15. Describe how a nuclear reactor can produce electricity.

16. Name one advantage and one disadvantage to developing the nuclear option.

17. List and evaivate at least three new sources of energy in terms cit environmental
impact, technology, potential supply, and costs.

18. Evaluate the energy potential of a wind-powerec generator in a specific region,

19. Describe how geothermal energy can be tapped.

20. Explain how the use of fuel dells could increase the efficiency of transmitting elec-
tricity,

4
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hi this 'Tel t siudellis will learn bow unportant energ) is ti ;is living ot misnis
and 1 incullicr, id our society,

1 icy will (liscover i hAI energy consumption is not onlY
y Ii inlet tor them to remain alive, but ako in order to make their lives more

niemunglid and enjoyable. You cneour students to rc3d the Pref ace to the
Unit I ir Dumyat ional purposes a die or wt.) I w furc voti begin your prewntation.

irsi ;inn dc in the Studen Re ' ittrrC Pooklet points OUt 10 th L; student that he
quires encrr,v to fuel his I dys si.iv trillion cl every day oil his life. Worksheet I

then iiwolves 111111 Ii iiii;i lvNiq of his rouline daily activities, analvsis that will ilunion
tci HMI that he consumes much more energy t.'mn is required to meet his hasic

neckls, I htitIlip I PAH. A mil Worksheet 2 illustrate how the normal and routine tasks of
human socicly lecount tor the iTemendous amount ol energy which we take from the

virounient Th ist students arc astounded to I ind out that the average American's daily
energy ileimuld, Comidcring how energy serves him ill the home, in transportation, in
industry, and in commerce, IS diout 230,000 kilocalories. Students also learn an encig,1

in tills introductory section ot the ttliit and trace some common energy
erinzie,,s/on,

THE MATERIALS PROVIDED

Student

Booklcit Audio Visual Materials Ecomaster Activities Extension Activities

Preface to
the Unit

Foods, Fuels
and You

Filmstrip 1, Part A
(Silent Filmstrip)

Worksheet 1
Are You a nig
Energy Consumer?

Worksheet 2
Energy in Action

Activity Card 1
How Electric is

Your Home?

MAKING THE MATERIALS WORK, SUGGESTIONS FOR THE TEACHER

kle Foods, Fuels, an 1 You

As the studenrs read this article, it will explain to them t -tat both foods and fuels arc
potential forms of energy, it further identifies how energy is released, in what forms it
can be released, and how much can be released. The term oxidation is presented and
explained. The quantity of heat energy that is released from a substance, the students
should know, is measured M calories. They should also know that one calorie is the
amount ot energyfrom any source- -that is needed to raise the temperature of one gram
of water 4ine degree on the centigrade scale. Be sure they understand too that a kilocalo-
rie, also referred to as a Calorie, is a commonly used energy term; it signifies One thou-
sand calories. Explain also that another common energy term has been derived from the
British sx st 1111 of dclining energy values in this s 510111 heat energy is measured in
IVF.U:s, or British thermal units. A B.T.U. is the amount of energy that is needed from
any source aise the temperature of a pound of w.ater one degree on the Fahrenheit
scale.



cumpreliC I

h CSC:

I the pomts mad(' in the ant icle can ;Isk

I, What is avii

3, flow are they different?

4, I low are they sintilar

5, What is the sou c
on our planet?

What is the dcfiniti-

Worksbe .t I Arc You I Big Energy Consumer?

Before distributing copies of the first
worksheet, encourage your students to
identify and describe as many forms and
sources ot energy as they can. As an oral
listing evolves, write these categories on
the chalkboard, and ask the students to
cluster the items they think of under
these headings: ELECTRICAL, THER-
MAL, MECHANICAI, LIGHT, CHEM-
ICAL, and NUCLEAR.

After all responses have been ordered
under the appropriate categories, you
have an ideal situation for explaining that
in most cases energy can be converted
from one form into another. For instance,
some materials glow when electric current
is passed through them. Thus, electrical
energy can be converted into light energy.
If you wish, at this point in the discussion
you can draw an arrow on the chalkboard
from ELECTRICAL to LIGHT. Solar cells
generate electricity when light strikes
them, as you next can point out; another
arrow, therefore, can be drawn from
LIGHT back to ELECTRICAL. Explain
that many substances radiate heat when
electricity is passed through them. Then,
you can draw an arrow from ELEC-
TRICAL to THERMAL. It- you mention
that devices such as thermopiles produce
electricity when heated, you can draw

he energy flow

i ns di as

another arrow from THERMAL back to
ELECTRICAL. Continue in like manner
with examples given by members of the
class, and make as many interconnections
among the six categories as you feel
will establish the fact that forms of energy
are capable of eonver$ion._ (Note In-
formation on conversion efficiency and
on the problems of waste heat will come
later in the unit.)

Hand out Worksheet I. After the students
have read the directions and the_example,
have them fill in the chart in class or for
homework. Under the heading ''Type of
Energy," the students can indicate either
the form in which the energy is purchased
or one of the six categories that you have
just identified in class. For example,
chemical energy in gasoline is converted
into heat energy in the cylinders of an
automobile engine and then converted
into mechanical energy by the pistons. If
the student indicates an energy use such
as riding in a car, either gasoline or them-
ical energy should appear in the column
"Type of Energy.- Clarify thc use of this
worksheet for your students by stating
whether they should indicate form of pur-
chase or type of energy iii thiS column.



Yo I1LtV xrdi to explain to the students
con ecr ning the column "Amount of
Energy Used" that energy is not ever used
up, in the sense that it disappears from
the universe, but that using energy can
convert it into a form from which no ad-

al work is available. For example,
someone may bake a cake in an oven. The
heat energy that causes the cake to bake is
also dispersing and dissipating throughout
the rest of the room and the house. It is a
situation such as this in which energy is

cr: --Herod used since in no way
can ill e collcctcc1, recovered, converted,
or sod.

After completing the charts have the stu-
dents answer the first follow-up question
at the bottom of the page. Discuss the
word need; it is very important. After this
discussion, encourage the class to give the
second question serious thought, Do
many st rdents want to redefine their
needs?

ustrip 1, Part A (Silent Filmstrip ) and Vorkshcetr Z Energy in Actio fl Instruct._ the
students to be as observant as possible during the showing (and possible re-showing) of
the filmstrip. Distrilmte copies of the second worksheet cir her before you show the silent
filmstrip, if you want to prime the students for tho specifies to look for, or wait until
after the first showing, if you prefer.

The nine iter 2 structure an appraisal of the filmstrip, md more.
tions 8 and 9, for example, seed-in important energy considerations that will be further
elaborated in the unit, Other considerations are as follows: Question I leads the students
.to.realize that energy is what causes work to be done Question 2 elicits opinions, and can
serve to reinforce the needs discussion from Worksheet I , Question 3 causes die students
to r.ame energy sources; you might want to encourage them to identify energy in eco-
nomic terms, to state the forms in which it can be purchased. Question 4 indicates that
the consumption of energy does not always result in work.

When you are satisfied that the first four questions have produced adequate response,
instruct the class to answer Questions 5 and 6. Do they really understand the differences
and the similarities between foods and fuels? For Question 7, many students may not
know that as growing adolescents, they require from 2,500 to 3,000 calories daily. It may
be interesting to them to contrast the number of food calories they consume to the
average American's daily total energy demand of 230,000 C.

(Note: For a more effective beginning of Section 11, asstgn Worksheet 3, The "Jcncration
jolt" before concluding this section.)

Activity Card I How Electric is Your Home?

The students have probably heard comments at home concerning the increasing
costs of energy to the consumer. 1 his activity begn by telling the student that
twenty-five percent of all the energy annually used in the United States is for
conversion into electric power. It then directs him to cheek both his family's electric
bill and the number of major and minor appliances in his home. If several students
elect to do this activity together, they will find ir interesting to compare their
kilowatt hour-computations with each other. They will also discover that by far the

greatest uses of electricity in the home are for heating and cooling.

1 0
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SECTION II PROBLEMS OF SUPPLY AND DEMAND

tuatcriah; provided for itik seci on 1 he unit will elarilv for your tiidcrits liciw itid
why the dem:md for (7nergy has been steadily increasing in the United Slates. Stitcictits
will be led to conclude that the increasing dumatul has been due to population grovtli,
people's desire for convenience, arid to the inefficient- even wasteful- consumption of
the energy sources being tapped now.

Wo kshcet 3, The "f cneration Jolt" and the overhead transparencies cliti tled flow En
Use Has Changed and Energy Use Grows in the U. 5, should he used to intro(hice this
section of the unit, The booklet article Blackmit in the City! will expose the students to a

-sihle effect of our increasing demands, a blackout, Worksheet 4 will encourage them
dkeitss the preventimi il real blackout s Iri then own Oniiinunnies. Worl,shcct

tures an activity on how electricity is generated. It also ideni if ics some ;:itiables that can
how much electricity is produced lo 1 generator.

'I he section ends wirh an arrilc and a wcii-kshcct on cit n:let-ley and a critical evaluakon of
the tendency in this country to go "all electric,' Activity Cards 2 through 8 are appropri-
ate extension activities tor this section. Encourage yoar students to make use of these
cards as enrichment activities for individualized instruction, group worh, or whole-class
use.

THE MATER !ALS PROVIDED

Student
Booklet Audio-Visual Materials Ecornaster Activities Extension Activities

Blackout in Overhead Transparency Worksheet 3 Activity Card 2

the City! low Energy Use Has The "Jeneration olt" Appliances: Making a

Changed Wise Choice

Conservation Overhead Transparency Worksheet 4 Activity Card 3

and Efficiency Energy Use Grows Blackout in the City! Which Cars Use More

in the U. S. Can You Help? Gasoline?

Overhead Transparency Worksheet 5 Activity Card 4

Loss of Energy by Building a Generator Incandescent vs.

Conversion Fluorescent Lighting
Worksheet 6

The Switch to Electric Activity Gard 5

Power Can the Roof of a
House Save Energy?

Activity Card 6
Survey Your Home
Insulation

Activity Card 7
Testing for Good
Insulators

Activity Card 3
Designing a Turbine

or Efficiency

I I
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Wurksh ye 3 ' arum

Ask the students t rake our Worksheet 3
and their answers to th questions on the

sh t.

Q:ictioii I dent dies their general (>11 as
the krgest eiierçy in,crs yet. Quest in
describes changing life styles in Amen ,

onicornitant with the increase in energy
consumption. Be ready fiii ii I kitnk of
:inswers to Question 3. he more answers
you get the More the projected energy
den-1;110,1s on the graph will be substan-
tiated, Question 4 projects popular ion
growth as c key factor in the gonving
enerify demaink ot the Ininre

When you get to Question 5, ask the tu-
dents to explain their :inswers. You in ght
wish to start a discussion by asking "Is it
fair that vo, use so much energy?" Ask the

3,ESTIoNs FOR THE TEACHER

Si In kilts ui imagine how p ojile in other
countries look at America nergy use, if
a student answers, "Yes, it is fair because
our country was blessed with many natur-
al resourcys," ask whether that salfic logic
would apply to the Arabs and their wealth
of petroleum.

Much nf the enerff trv
goes toward the comforts and life-styles

citizens. Much energy is consumed
in tli( manufacture of goods and pro-
ducts. Ask the students to describe how
people in other countries benefit from
American goods and products, Discuss:
Do wc supply them with things which
their own countries could not? Discuss:
Does this justify, in part, our tremendous
energy consumption?

Overhead Transparencies ilow gy Use lias ChangedandEnergy Use Grows in the
U. S. For the first visual, How Energy Use ilas Changed, be sure the students understand

()ells of the chart. Point out that population increase has already been mentioned as a
reason for increased energy ,anands. This chart presents consumption as it relates to a
generation on a per person basis. Can the students give their own reasons to explain the
increases that are shown on this graph? They should be able to zero in on increased
technology, changes in life styles, and increased creature comforts as largely responsible.

As you show the second visual, Energy Use Grows in the U. S., be sure uie students
understand that means 100,000 with 5 zeros after it) and B.T.U, means British
Thermal Unit, specifically the amount of energy needed to raise the temperature of one
pound of water one degree on the Fahrenheit scale_

When the 1. nits have b en made that Americans arc deman ing ever larger amounts of
energy and that electrical energy will probably constitute a great measure of those de-
mands, the students arc ready to determine how those demands are being met and
whether they will continue to be met.

Booklet Article and Worksheet 4 Blackout in the City! Can You Help?

Suggest to the students that they imagine their city or town to be facing a blackout
situation. Say that the newspaper articles on page 4 of their booklets have come from the
local newspaper. !lave the students read the articles to themselves,

1 2



One of the newspaper articles refers to a special rnayor'scorrunittee that has been -up.

As you discuss that article, hand out Worksheet 4. The students ar e to role.play in ember-
ships on that commirtee and provide their own solutions to tine problems preserzted by

this particular blackout. When the class has completed Worksheet 4, summarize their
solutions on the chalkboard and have them answer thc questions under t he charts, They
should come to the realization that blackout prevention is the wisest, although of-ten the
most difficult, path to pursue.

The worksheet concludes with questions designed to aid the students in zn inveit igation
of their own community. These questions will require research, It is suggested, for ex-
ample, that one or two interested students con tact tli electric company which. serves
your city or area. The students should be given a day or two to complete their assign-
ments before reporting their findings to the class. Questions I through 5 thcn nay be
answered from the student's report.

With the threat of blackouts or brown voltage reductions) learning ovei ou r cities
and towns, one might wonder why there is such an increasing trend towar d electrical
nergy as our major energy form. IZ.Jplain to the students that sortie reasons for the

in creasing popularity of electricity might be these

1, The country is already " for it

2. All forms of energy can easily be converted into electrical cnergv. It there-
fore becomes the common denominator cif the energy vorld.

3. Electric ors can be small and quie t, but powerful.

4. Many chemical and metal relining industri_.; rcjuirc electrical e- ergv, since
no other form at present can meet their needs,

5. Electricity is easily converted into light a nd heat,

The reasons above, however, must also be vievved in light of the following dra backs!

I. Electrical energy cannot be stored in quart y,

2. Electrical energy does not occur naturally in large amounts. All electric i ty
used by man must be generated. None is collected and used as is.

The first drawback will be overcome in part by the deNcloprnent of bat tery technology
and by the research and development of a hydrcgen economy which wil I be discussed in
Section IV, 'Flu second drawback has been rninimized by our capacity to generate elec-
tricity on a large scale. Since electricity will play a greater tole in our lives, it is an pot tam
tha t these students investigate the generation of electrical energy as it too vill liecdme
more and more important to them.

Worksheet 5 !Wilding a Generator

ln order for the students to understand use Wiks at this po iii. UN, ssil
he principle behind the generation of the esperi merit desc ribed n Wiorksheet S

electrical energy, it is suggested that you shoiuld be COn dm, led hy the cot inc cl ass._ If

10



you ,:annot get enough equipment. it
could be conducted by the teacher or by a
ON students as a dertionsti at i

When either the magnet or the wire coil
arc moved, the galvanometer needle will
be deflected, indica ting that an electric
ctirrent has been produced. The six steps
of the procedure allow the students to
cover this and also to discover that, when
the speed of the magnet, the strength of
the magnet, or the number of coils is in-
creased, there is a corresponding increase
in the amount of needle deflection and,
therefore, in the amou nt of electricity be-
ing produced,

When the students hate collected their
data, have them answer the questions on
the worksheet. Question I asks the stu-
dents to summarize the results of their
investigation. Question 2 reminds the stu-
dents that they did not create energy_
'Ehey sirnplv eliansed its form (refer to
energy conversion diateram in their no.es
from Sect ion D. Question 3 allows the
students to see their technique applied on
a large scale, Indicate to that by
turning the coil in a circle, rathei than
back and torth, they can produce a con-
tinuous flow of electricity. Question 4
may require you ti answer it, should t hu
students lie tillable ii

Worksheet 6 The Switch to Electric rower

The efficiency of an operation is deter-
mined by comparing the results of the
operation against the energy used to
achieve the results_ Worksheet 6 is ;in ex-
ercise in which the students arc asked to
determine the efficiency of electrical
energy when it is used to heat water and
to determine the efficiency of another
form of energy (the eo mho stion of natur-
al gas) when it performs the Sallie opera-
tion, Students then compare the effi-
ciencies of these two forrns of energy

The question at this point is, "Is dec-
tricity our best bet? " When an electrical
gcniaatoi eunvetts sonic foon of eiteigy
to electrical energy, is the conversion
complete or is energy wasted? When we
convert electrical energy into another

conversion complete or is
CT

for in, is

there wa

Explain to the students that this transfor-
mation of mechanical energy into dee-
trical energy brings up a problem which
occurs whenever one type of energy is
converted to another type. The problem is
that we cannot get all of one form of
energy to convert into the desired other
form_ There is waste which in most cases
cati be minimized, but not eliminated. For
exampk, ifreandescent lights, many crux.
tropic devices, and electric motors give off
heat while in operation. This heat repre-
sents Waste caused by the process of con-
ver sion.

Additional energy is lost during deliv -ry,
Also, ineffic ient insulators, storm damage,
bad splices, short circuits, and transformer
heating all take their toll and rob us of
some of the electrical energy that is on its
way to our horues,

I land out Vorkshccr 6 and discuss the
Huest ions on it with your students, Ques-
tions I and 2 require examination of the
illustrations on the worksheet. Question 3
is important because it points out where
energy is lost in each step or stage during
conversion. question 4 points out that -the
all-electric home wastes much energy.
Question 5 is an opinion question. Most
power plants effect ively control pollutimi,
but do not re-nse waste heat. Question 6
is another o pinion question incorporat ing
data from thy worksheet with the stu-

nts knowledge of current technology.
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Cherhead Transparency Loss of Energy by Conversion lie sure the students under-
stand that much of the waste problem concerning allleetric hornes (Question 4) is in the
ef ficiency of the power plants (Question 3), Therefore, a study of r ower plant efficiency
is in order. A modern fossil fuel electrical generating plant, for example, often loses 60
percent of the chemical energy that is released from the fuel.

Cover the bottom of the transparency and have the students compare the amount
chemical energy in the coal with the amount of heat energy irt the steam . Show them how
to compute the efficiency of the conversion by using the formula:

energy out
energy in

Uncover that part of the overhead which shows that the conversion of chemical energy to
heat energy is 88 percent. This is the efficiency of the boiler.. Explain that 22 percent of
the chemical energy is lost as heat through smoke stack (not shown) and lost as heat
which radiates from the walls of the boiler.

X 100 cfficje ney

Using the same formula, have the students compute the efficiency of the turbine to one
decimal place and round it off. When they have completed this, uncover thc part of the
overhead which shows that the turbine is 47 percent efficient. Ask the students tO guess
where the rest of energy escapes. For example: "Are the wall s of the turbine or the coils
underneath warm?" "Why?" Have the students compute the efficiency of the generator to
one decimal and round it off. When they arc finished completely, uncover the overhead
tra nsparency, Ask if the walls of the turbine will be as warm as the walls of the generator
and why. Finally, the students may compute the total efficiency of die plant.

Booklet Articl Conservation and Efficiency

Have the students read Booklet Article 3, Constr. -ion and Efficiency. To determ.ne
Mildew understanding, ask questions such as;

How mach enew is lost in an open replace? Him mt it energy is lon in a
well designed home race? How much energy is 105( in the trireme fassif fuel
dectne power plant? How much might this figure he changed? Kat is a total
energy plant? What is its efficiency? How does recyeflng (metal aml paper
increase effi ley and therefore conserve energy?

Activity Card 2 s. Making a Wise Choice

After the class has finished Worksheet 2, The "Jeneration Jolt," they will realize
that their generation consumes much energy. "Since we require so much energy, are
we doing our best to conserve it?" "Do we waste it because it seems so plentiful?"
are some questions which might come up. This activity card, if used after Worksheet
2, will help the students to realize that some appliances stleh as air conditioners can
he designed to use energy conservatively or to waste it. It is their responsibility to
determine the difference and buy accordingly..

15
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Activity Card 3 Which Cars Use More Gast) line?

The Book let Article entitled Conseivation and Efficiency recommends possible ways
we can make our limited energy sources last longer. One suggestion is that we use
smaller cars with fewer electrical gimmicks and keep those cars running properly.

Activity Card 4 lnindescent vs. Fluorescent Lighting

This activ.ty is simple and graphic. The incandescent light bulbs ill use more
electricity to generate heat than the fluorescent bulb. The waste heat represents an
undesirable form of energy conversion and is inefficient. It is suggested that the
students use white outdoor-type decorative lights and space them equally over a
distance a little less than the length of the fluorescent light bulb. Each small outdoor
light bulb has a wattage of 10. Read the wattage of the fluorescent bulb and divide
by 10 to determine the number of small incandescent bulbs to be used. The use of
one large incandescent bulb equal in wattage to the fluorescent bulb would cause the
light and heat coming from it to be more concentrated and, therefore, drive the
temperature of the water much higher than it should be. (Fluorescent bulbs produce
80 lumens of light for each watt of consumed power; incandescent bulbs produce
20.)

Activity Card 5 Can the Roof O' f a House Save Energy?

The roof of a house can do more than keep the rain out of the attic. It can save fuel
used for heating in the winter and save electricity used for cooling in the summer.
These savings can be achieved by proper choice of roof color, as this activity card
demonstrates. If you cannot obtain measuring cups, use aluminurn soda cans. The
containers must be of aluminum, the thermometers must be located in the center of
the container, and all openings must he sealed in order to keep the heated air within
from escaping. You can use masking tape as a sealer.

Activity Card 6 Survey Your Home Insulation

A potential say ings of 15 to 30 percent on home heating fuel hills should encourage
students to survey their home insulation as outlined on this card. Point out to the
students that attic insulation should have a rating of R-19 (while ceiling and floor
insulation should have a rating of R-11 or R-13). This higher rating is an indicat ion
that the attic and roof of a home are important sites of heat loss. (Refer to Activity
Card 5)

Activity Card 7 Testing for Good Insu

Home insulation can be an important energy saver. But which type of insulator is
best? This card allows the students to determine the relative qualities of commonly
used home insulation materials. You might wish to explain to the students that air is
a very good insulator. Usually, the more air an insulating material can trap, the
bet ter it is at insulating. (Refer to A ctivity Card 6)
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Activity Card 8 Designing a Turbine for Efficiency

Power companies can save energy by generating it as efficiently as they can. The
most common type of electrical generator is the steam-turbine type. This activity
card allows the students to construct their own steam turbines and experience the
same efficiency problems that plagued the engineers who eventually perfected the
first turbines. Tell students who elect this activity to be sure a cork or rubber
stopper 1: used in the mouth of the can, not the original screw cap. The stopper will

act as a ,-,afety
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SECTION III EVALUATION OF PRESENT SOURCES

FOCUS

This section begins with a filmstrip entitled Sources of Energy, Part B. The filmstrip
recaps Sections I and II, introduces Section III, and raises some questions which will he
discussed in Sections IV and V.

Also included are three booklet articles designed to enable the studen

1. learn about our present sources of energy by differentiating between factual
and opinionated materials,

2. identify political and economic factors conceriing the oil cr s , and

3. learn how nuclear energy can be converted into electrical energy, and to
consider the pros and cons of nuclear power.

THE MATERIALS PROVIDED

Student
Booklet Audio-Visual Materials Ecomaster Activities Extension Activities

Our Present Filmstrip 1, Part B Activity Card 9
Sources Sources of Energy Getting All the

Oil Out

The Oil Crisis Audio Cssette,
Side A

The Nuclear Overhead Transparency

Controversy How Does a Nuclear

Reactor Work?

MAKING THE MATERIALS WORK, SUGGESTIONS FOR THE TEACHER

Filmstrip Sources of Energy, Part B introduce Section III by showing the filmstrip
Sources of Energy, Part B. This part of the filmstrip begins by identifying the sun as the
source of all energy on our planet, and then it provides information concerning the fossil
fuels, how they were formed, and how important they are as energy sources today. The
visual encourages students to realize that we have been expending our reserves of oil and
natural gas at a very fast rate, despite the fact that these fuels can not be restored by
nature. (On page 7 of the Student Booklet, The 1973 Energy Pie will point out to them
that 941/2 percent of all the energy sources consumed during that year came from oil,
natural gas, and coal.) As the filmstrip identifies and describes the sources of energy that
we are currently using, students should begin to evaluate the sources on the basis of these
criteria: environmental impact, existing and developing technology, extent of supply, and
costs.

18
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Booklet Article Our Present Sources

The booklet article Our Present Sources s arts with a brief introduction and a chart. Have
the students read the first paragraph of the article on page 7 and examine the chart
carefully. When they are finished, you might want the students to review the filmstrip
information by stating how all the sources mentioned, except nuclear, conic indirectly
from the sun's energy (oil, natural gas, coal, and wood from photosynthesis and hydro-
electric from the evaporation, condensation, and subsequent run-off of water).

Much information has been and is being disseminated about our present and future
energy supplies and sources. Because the information is often incomplete or biased, the
students should learn to be able to determine the validity of such reports. Therefore, the
information that is presented in the Student Booklet for each of wur present sources
except wood hydrodectricity, coal, natural gas, and oilis introduced by a typical,
believable opinion concerning the source. Then the opinion is followed by objective data
about the source.

Have the students finish reading page 7 and then tackle the purposely opinionated state-
ment concerning hydroelectricity. When they have finished, have than answer the ques-
tions, What point of view is presented?" -Whose view is it?" "Is it based on enough
fact?" The answer to the last question will require the students to read the material
entitled Hydroelectric Power The Facts. Have them read this material and then answer,
"Is it based on enough fact?" If the class does not agree, you may wish to allow
those who say yes to discuss the matter with those who say no. If they feel the facts do
not support the opinion, you ean encourage them to try to determine why the writer of
the opinion has distorted or ignored the facts.

Try using this procedure to evaluate the remaining articles. Have the students read the
opinions, answer the first two questions, read the facts, and answer the third question.
Once the students have read each set of facts, refer them again to the chart on page 7 and
ask them how they think the Energy Pie of the future will look. If you wish to extend
this actisity, you can use actual public statements made by responsible spokesmen. Have
the students bring in newspaper and magazine articles containing viewpoints about our
energy sources. Before beginning Section V, distribute the articles, Have the students read
and share them to evaluate the various viewpoints. This activity will be helpful in provid-
ing up-to-date info mation for use in the Congressional Hearing activity of Section V.

Booklet Article The Oil Crisis

The oil crisis of 1973-1974 may go into the history books as the single episode that woke
up Americans to the fact that our life-styles cannot continue unchanged forever. We
abruptly confronted the reality that we can not continue to expect to get and use so
much of the world's oil. We Americans have, as a result, become more energy-conscious
today than we have been since World War

The booklet article The Oil Crisis provides information for the students that will enable
them to understand why the oil issue poses America's most problematical and most
urgent energy questions. Have the students read the article, share their answers to the
four questions on page 17, and discuss their answers if any disagreement occurs.
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Booklet Article The Nuclear Controver y andOverhead Transparency How Does a
Nuclear Reactor Work?

As pointed out in Section II, our demands for electrical energy have been skyrocketing.
Many power-generating plants use oil and other fossil fuels to fire their boilers. The search
for alternate sources of fuel to generate electricity has encouraged many people to ex-
plore the nuclear option.

Electric power companies became interested in nuclear power as soon as the achie,--,b-- nt
of nuclear fission became known to the public in 1945. Since then a controvf.- a,

arisen as to whether it is truly a good, safe source of energy.

It is suggested that you show the overhead transparency Energy Use Grows in the U. S.
again. Explain to the students that due to contingencies such as the oil crisis and to the
increasing amounts of energy that we consume for transportation, our domestic oil sup-
plies may at any time have to be shifted from the production of electricity to fuel our
automobiles, buses, trucks, and airplanes. Because of this, an alternate source or alternate
sources for the production of electrical energy must be found. Mention to the students
that, in the short run, there appear to be two alternatives, coal and nuclear energy. The
return of coal into the energy race has already been discussed in the booklet article. A
discussion of how nuclear energy may fare in the race will be covered in the booklet
article The Nuclear Controversy.

Have the students open their booklets to The Nuclear Controversy. Let them examine the
graph on page 18 and answer the questions orally or in their notebooks.

Questions 1 through 4 give a hint as to the Energy Fir of the future. You might
wish the students to compare this graph with their own Energy Pie predictions
in Section II.

Question 5 can not be answered by examining the graph. Explain to the stu-
dents that because of the controversy no one really knows exactly how much
the use of nuclear power will increase by 1985.

Question 6 asks the students to consider whether the predictions on the graph
are valid in the light of what they have learned about our present sources of
energy.

The information in this article, too, is introduced by typical statements for and against
the use of nuclear power. Have the students read them. Explain to the class that before
they can react to either statement they must know the facts. Have them read What is
Nuclear Power Today?, Fission, and The Boiling-Water Nuclear Reactor. When they are
finished, show the overhead transparency entitled How Does a Nuclear Reactor Work? To
determine whether the students understand what they have read as they appraise the
visual, ask them the following questions:

I. Where does the heat energy come from?

2. I-low is heat relea ed from uranium?

3. What are control rods?

2 0
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4. 1-low do they control the reaction?

5. Can you trace a molecule of water through the diagram of
the nuclear reactor arid explain what happens to it?

6. Which part of the diagram shows where the electric
comes from

Next have the students read Our Nuclear Past and The Atomic Energy Ac . You may wish
to point our that in October, 1974, the Atomic Energy Commission was disbanded. The
President signed a bill which dissolved the United States Atomic Energy Commission and
turned its functions over tr. two newly formed agencies, the Energy Research and Devel-
oprnent Agency (ERDA) and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). The NRC is
responsible for the safety and licensing of nuclear power plants and includes the regula-
tory machinery of the former AEC.

The Promise of Nuclear Power is an aicle which shows that the production of nuclear-
based elecn-icity on any large scale is at present still a promise. After twenty-five years
and billions of dollars for research and development, nuclear power has only recently
surpassed firewood in the sense of the total energy which it supplies annually to the
United States (about 11/2 percent in early 1975). In fact, it was after 1971 that the
amount of electricity produced by all the nuclear power plants exceeded the amount of
electricity consumed for the enrichment of the uranium which the plants used for fuel!

The students should now finith reading to page 23. When they have finished, have them
read again the statements on page 19 and discuss each now that they know the facts. The
main point u should make is, "ls nuclear electric power a worthwhile power source?"
There are ot r alternate sources_ They are being developed. Answers to questions like,
"What are thcy?" -How do they work?" and "When will they be ready?" will be de-
veloped in Section IV.

Activity Card 9 Getting All the Oil Out

Movies have made the oil "gusher" a very popular misconception. Although a few
wells will react this way and requirc no pumping, most oil wells are such that the oil
must be forced to the surface. "Two of these secondary recovery methods can be
duplicated by your students if they follow the instructions on this card.

At one point in the procedure, no fewer than four hands may be needed. It is
therefore niggested that students who elect to do this activity, do so in pairs.
Remind the students when they pour the oil down the straw in order to fill the jar
to the desired level, to remember to take into consideration the oil in the straw so
that they stop pouring a little before the oil in the jar has reached the desired level.
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Note to the Teacher

'Fhe culminating activity of this unit is a mock Congressional Hearing at which the
students assume roles as Congressmen and "energy experts.- It is recommended that the
students, especially the "energy experts," obtain as much additional contemporary infor-
mation as they can regarding potential energy sources. Hand out Worksheet 7, Congres-
sional Hearing: The Energy Crisis. Have the students read it, and then ask for volunteer
"energy experts." Role playing can be a very effective teaching technique. Be sure that
responsible students are assigned as "experts" and as members of the Congressional
Committee on Energy Needs. Explain to the "experts" that, in Section IV the Com-
mittee and the rest of the House of Representatives (the rest of the class) will receive
general background information by way of a filmstrip and booklet articles. It will be their
job to evaluate and present this information, as well as any supplementary information
which they obtain.
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SECTION IV EVALUATION OF NEW SOURCES

FOCUS

After the students have learned that fossil fuels are not in infinite supply on our planet
and that nuclear fissiondue to environmental and technological factors II not be a
cure-all for our energy problems, it is appropriate for them to investigate other sources of
immediate and potential supply. Since they have been primed by receipt of WorRsheet 7,
Congressional Hearing: The Energy Crisis at the conclusion of Section III, they should be
alert throughout Section IV to the need for sifting and sorting out a11 the energy-
information that they read, see, and hear. Student evaluations should be based on these
four criteria: the environmental impact of each source, the existing and developing tech-
nology for each source, the potential supply of each, and the costs. Filmstrip 2, Sources
of Energy serves as an overview of energy sources available to man in addition to those
being exploited on a large scale today. These additional sources are also discussed in detail
in the booklet articles entitled Tapping New Sources and Developing Other Ways. Tap-
ping New Sources explains how various forms of energy, specifically nuclear fusion,
geothermal, wind, waste conversion, and solar energy might be harnessed and made
useful. Developing Other Ways discusses the theory and advantages of a hydrogen
economy and the operation of various kinds of fuel cells.

THE MATERIALS PROVIDED

Student
Booklet Audio-Visual Materials Ecomaster Activities Extensiort Activaies

Tapping New Filmstrip 2 Activity Cd 70

Sources Sources of Energy Is Wind a Good Source
of Energy in Your Area?

Developing Audio Cassette, Activity Cod 11

Other Ways Side B Tapping 'Qeothermal

Energy

Activity Cod 12
A So larvowered Motor

MAKING THE MATERIALS WORK, SUGGESTIONS FOR THE TEAC

Suggested Inquiry Activity to Introduce Section IV Divide the class into groups of four
or five students. Allow the groups five to ten minutes to appoint a recorder for their
group, who will list as many sources not already identified in Our Present Sources as his
group can think of. At the end of the time limit, have one of the recorders list on the
chalkboard the alternate sources suggested by his or her group When that recorder is
finished, have the other recorders in turn add any other sources that were suggested by

their groups.

Next, evaluate the list compiled by the class and eliminate by class eonsensus those
sources that most students feel would not be of significant help to counteract an energy
crisissuch as lightning or hamsters running around in exercise wheels! Once the list has
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been edited, encourage the class to re-group the soLires they have suggested into one or
more of the following categories:

I. Which sources might be used to run utomobile_ trucks,
and airplanes?

2. Which sources might be used to heat hon s and factories?

3. Which sources might be converted into electricity?

In all probability, your students will discover dur ng the course of this brainstorming that
most of the sources could not easily be used to run automobiles, trucks, and airplanes.
Explain, then, that conversion problems are a key reason for making wise use of the
petroleum resources that we still have.

Tell your students that scientists in our country and in many other countries have been
going through brainstorming sessions like this for many years in order to identify and
then evaluate alternate energy sources, just as they have done in their own classroom.
With the students' own effort to identify possible alternate sources still on the chalk-
board, you should next show Filmstrip 2; it will name and briefly describe the most
common alternate sources that have been suggested by contemporary scientists. After
you show the filmstrip, the students will probably want to compare the list they made
with information presented in the visual. Are there major differences to be accounted
for? Can you or they account for the major differences?

Fihnstrip 2 Sources of Energy The fil strip begins by positing a crucial question in
the energy dilemma today, -What else can be used to produce steam for our power plants
besides the burning of fossil fuels or the fission of uranium atoms?" The visual then
defines geothermal energy and describes its potential, Next it states that inuch of what we
regard as "garbage" is recyclable by conversion into various kinds of fuels. These fuels,
processed from waste materials, can be used to heat homes, run factories, and generate
electricity. Ways for channeling solar energy and nuclear fusion into the production of
steam-fired electricity are also specified.

"But who says we must have steam. he visual asks next, Answers can also be found, the
students learn, in exploration of the potentials of wind, magneto-hydrodynamicsor
MI-ID, as it is more often calledsolar cells, and Oct cells. The filmstrip concludes by
saving, -Some of these new sources are closer to reality than others. The remaining
articles in your Resource Booklet will give you more information about them, ani you
can evaluate them yourself on practical, economic, and environmental terms."

Booklet Articles Tapping New Source. andDe eloping Other Ways

The treatment of each source presented in the Student Resource Booklet (except MUID,
which is not detailed further in the booklet than in the second filmstrip) is intended to be
brief but comprehensive. The students should read and evaluate each source with the
already-mentioned four criteria in mind: environmental impact, technology, extent of
supply, and costs to the consumer. They should also continue to be alert for reports in
the media concerning breakthroughs in research or changes in federal options to fund the
development of particular sources.
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You should fed co tortable in reminding your students often that all energy-source
evaluations that they make and all energy-decisions that they would like to see imple-
mented in order to solve our present energy crisis should be tempered by awareness that
as a society we must: (a) devise ways to counteract our present emergency situation and
still (b) keep our own hTst long-range interests in mind. Supplemental information for the
teacherinteresting, amusing, sometimes shocking facts and figures that you can inter-
5perse in class discussionsare provided for you at the end of this Section.

Activity Card 10 is Wind a Good Source of Energy in Your Area?

In some areas, wind-powered electrical generators may be feasible for supplementing
conventional power-generating stations. They can and do, for example, supply cost-
free electricity to persons living in remote regions. This card will encourage the
student to determine whether his immediate localeor one that he would like to
visit and monitorwould be appropriate for setting up a windmill. Mention to any
student who elects to perform this activiry that local weather stations may supply
helpful information.

Activity Card 11 Tapping Geother al Energy

Tapping heat from within the Earth is an exciting thought. The activity outlined on
this card is a graphic demonstration of the principles by which geothermal energy
can be harnessed. One caution, however: driving the glass tubes through the stop-
pers can be a tricky operation. It is suggested that the tubes be lubricated with
glycerin and that this feat be accomplished by (or assisted by) one who is aware of
the need for caution.

Activity Card 12 A Solar-powered Motor

Solar power is now providing e ergy for most of our man-made satellites and space
probes. As an energy source it is much-heralded for its potential to heat homes and
to generate electricity. This activity outlines for students a procedure whereby light
energy can be converted into electrical energy. It also demonstrates the inverse
square law as applicable to light waves; i.e., that as a light source moves away, its
illumination diminishes at a ratio of the distance squared. A student who elects to
do this activity might like to record the number of sunny days in an area during one
month, and then determine the extent to which solar power could practically supply
or supplement electricity there.
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ENERGY FACTS AND ANALOGIES

Informative miscellany concerning both present and potential energy sources is categor-
ized for your use below in alphabetical order.

DID YOU KNOW THAT

your body right now is giving off one hundred watts of heat.

the United States uses TWICE as much energy as all of Africa, the rest of North America, South
America. and Continental Asia.

the number of ears in the world today is estimated to double by the year 1985. The annual
operation of automobiles in the world today consumes 6 percent of the world's energy.

if per capita energy, use in the United States were reduced to be equal to the per capita consump-
tion of France., then everyone else in the world would have potentially one-fourth more energy at their
disposal.

200 million Americans use more electricity for air conditioning than 800 million Chinese use for
everything.

most modern architecture is energy wasteful: high electric lighting levels, poor insulation, uni-
versal air conditioning, electric heating, excessive volume, and insufficient use of solar heat and light.

more energy is consumed in the process of canning vegetables than the food value of the vegetables
them elves.

ELECTR. CAL ENERGY

Each mile of traniT1Ission lines requires
100 acres of land.

Each modern 1,00(1 megawatt power plant
measures about I 000 feet on each side. If our
power needs continue to grow, in fewer than two
centuries all the land space in the United States
could be taken up by such plants.

A ton of steel, processed from ore, con-
stones 2,700 kilowatt-hours of energy, while steel
that is reclaimed and reprocessed in an electric
furnace requires only 700 kilowatt-hours per ton.

A ton
quires 17,00

alum ,num, extruded from ore, re-
ilo watt- hou rs.

For each unit of heat put into a house
through electric space heating, two units of waste
heat go into the environment at the site of the
power plant.

Electric industries estimate that they will
need to use half of the annual energy production
of the United States in the year 2,000, This
could mean that two-thirds of the water runoff
On our continent would he needed to absorb and
cool the waste heat.

One automobile traveling at 90 mph con-
sumes in one hour as much energy as 3,000,000
electric toothbrushes consume in one entire year.
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SECTION V PROVIDING' FOR IFIF rUTH

I he t ,,cction unit rioailf-, k't ()plimili1111 dic
HICV 1131.if IlladC .t11 the el1CP,41,' SMICCCS !hat arc presently ot otent

usehil to 4. itizcns ol the United States. Sltiicttis should he encouraged to l line their
option, (-in-! 1114, kt 1 due consideralion ydveil to plannuig both tor ',bin tcum and
/row- nreds 14ole-plaving as participant,: in a mock Congressional Hearing will involve
flu- students in pproving or rejecting a I ivc-step program of Tasks ostensibly developed
by the President of the United States and his advisors. Re sure the students understand
that the I ive.stcp prop am, as outlined tor you below, emphasizes ways to counteract a
crisis situation ttid, as such, does not outline steps for meeting toug-terni needs.

lie sure that your students also understand that defining any sctiucn 'Tasks ui energy
priot ities, must be an on-going activity. receptive to new informatioiL At the time of this
Arriting, for example, taxation on imported oil has just been increased, and one of several
hills designed to limit the envirmunetual harm of strip-mining has just been defeated in
t'.ongress,

Task I. Conserve enrgv by reducing use, and co
the efficiency of conversion processes.

nergy resoitirces by incre; i

lask 2_ !novas this (+um\ n of oil and natural gas as rapidly as possible.

lask 3. Increase the use ot coal, first to add to and later to replace the usc ot oil a
natural ps.

sk 4 Ixpand the ti idurtioti nuclear energy as rapidly as possible, first t
and later to replace fossil fuel energy,

'Iacl 5. Promote, as m uch :IS possible, the use of renewa lc energy sources (hy r ,

geothermal, solar) and pursue the promise of fusion and central station solar
power,

THE MATERIALS PROVIDED

Student
Booklet Audio-Visual Materials Ecomaster A ctivities Extension Activities

Worksheet 7
Congressional Hearin

The Energy Crisis

Worksheet 8

Providing for the Future
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MAKING THE MATERIALS WORK, SUGGESTIONS FOR THE TEACHER

Vo k slice t 7 ional neat g; The Energy

In r le-pliiVn, a StlitHir ran ilutre lolly Imolate his wn ittitiids and ideas by gaining
iiisight intO the attnottc, and ideas of other people. When casting the roles for Worksheet
7, you might find them ,,tlygcsi ions hclptul:

S1w.ikcr of ihi e II 1st he teacher could be c in this part. You, therefore,
will be the one to call I he session to ordci, ii druct the Congiess as to their
objectives, control any discusstons which occur, and maintain some semblance
of parliamentary procedure,

Committee Members and Energy Experts lime teacher should see tha
taken in making suitable assignments in these roles. The roles are critical, and it
is suggested that you select students you feel will be best suited to them,

Congressmen Students who prefer to be on-lookers during the mock hearing
can he the representatives. Instruct them to listen carefully, since they will be
expected to vote at the end of the hearing.

In order to create an atmosphere foi- the hearing, you might want to try this seating
arrangement. The members of the Congressional Committee should be seated in the front
of the room with their desks turned to face the class. The energy "experts" should be
seated in the rear of the room and called forward by the Speaker as they are needed. You
may wish to invite another class to join yours, in order to add to the size of the audience.

In order to give the entire exerci e more direction, it is suggested that each role-playing
miter of the class be briefed concerning his goals. His vested interests should be

f( re:I-lost in his mind as he plans his own proposals and when he votes. Some vested
iiitcrcsL; are identified below; these suggestions may stimulate other ideas.

ROLE

Committee Member 1 Represents an oil producing state. Contributions from this
industry put him into office. He does not want to raise cur
porate taxes.

Committee Member 2 Represents an industrial state. He endorses economic growth
and the creation of jobs for his constituents. He also does not
wish to raise income or sales taxes.

Committee Member 3 An environmentalist at heart. He represents a state with a
large resort business and many parks.

Committee Member 4

Committee Member 5

26

Represents a state comprised largely of desolate desert-type
terrain. He would like to see his state's population and econ-
omy grow.

Represents a state with large urban areas and large energy
demands, but little available land. He is concerned about the
high cost of energy and high income and sales taxes.

2 9



Sonic 1 v points which the Energy Experts might want to make during tliir testimony
are thew:

Efficiency Experts (two) l)iscuss voluntary versus mandatory conservation of
energy. Explain how some large modern offices and factories are en,q,,y
wasters. Stress the need for more mass transit and incentives to encourage
car-pooling. These two experts should also support examination of methods to
increase the efficiency of our technology, especially in electrical generating
plants,

Oil Experts (two) Emphasize the conservation of oil and gas resources. De-
scribe how oil is used for products other than fuel. These two experts should
delineate the extent of our present supplies and predict the long-term prospects
for oil and gas. "Can America become totally independent of foreign oil before
other countries use our dependence for blackmail?" should be their key ques-
tion.

Coal Experts (two) Stress the vastness of the United States ryes.
Acknowledge the ecological hazards of strip-mining, but affirm how these haz-
ards can be avoided. Explain the differences between high-grade and low-grade
coal, how air pollution has occurred, and how improved technology can eradi-
cate air pollution problems. These two experts should also discuss the process-
ing of our coal reserves into synthetic gas-like and oil-like fuels such as Hygas,
Bygas, and Synthane.

Nuclear Experts wo) Stress the availability of fuels for both fission and
fusion reactors. Mention the notential hazards of transporting radioactive fuels
and the problems of leakage or possible theft of fuels, but also emphasize that
nuclear energy could potentially be inexpensive to the consumer, compared to
other energy sources. Estimate when fusion reactors will be ready and how
much their development would cost.

Solar Energy Expert (one) Stress the cleanliness, availability, and efficiency of
ALL solar-related energy sources. Provide additional information on various
projects and methods being developed to harvest and use solar energy. This
expert should also give cost est1mates concerning large scale operations and give
practical target dates for consumer use.

Geologist (one) Explain in detail the techniques used to locate and tap geo-
thermal energy. Explain the risk of causing earthquakes by pumping large
amounts of water underground. Name locales where this energy is most feasi-
ble.

Meteorologist (one) Explain some aspects of efficient windmill design and
identify some areas where wind-generated electricity could be used to supple-
ment or even replace conventional fossil fuel plants.

Allow each of the energy "experts" about three minutes to present their materials to the
Committee. Then allow three minutes for questions from the Committee. When all the
"experts" have testified, instruct the Committee either to approve the President's plan as

3 0
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presented, or to build in amendments or revisions to the five-step program. The Com
should then present its decisions to the rest of the House fctr final accept-ince or

rejection,

Worksheet Providing tor the Future

It may be convenient for the Committee
mbers and other congressmen to hi

copies of Worksheet 8 in front of them
fill in as the "experts" testify. This work-
sheet would then serve as a guide to which
the congressmen and Committee members

can refer before they votcc! Worksheet 8
can also be used as a homework assign-
ment for each member of the class. 111 this

way they will be able to see our energy
future in terms of their own efforts and
activities in this unit.

KIT INVENTORY FOR THE ENERGY CHALLENGE

30
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1 2

2

Teacher's Guide
Student Resource Booklets
Ecomasters (8 Activities and
the 2-page Unit Test)
Overhead Transparencies
Activity Cards
Filmstrips
Audio Cassette (recorded on
Side A and Side B)

ANSWERS TO THE UNIT TEST

1. a 6. d 11. b 16. b

2. d 7. c 12. d 17. d

3. c 8. c 13. d 18. d

4. b 9. d 14. c 19, b

5. d 10. a 15. c 20. b

3 1
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SECTIONS
OF THE
UNIT

The Energy
Consumer

STUDENT
RESOURCE
BOOKLET

COMPONENTS TO COORDINATE WITH RESOURCE BOOKLET

Prface to
the Unit

Foods, F uels,
and You

Audio-Visual Materials

Eihrisuip 1, r at t
(Silent Filmstrip)

Problems of
Supply and
and Demand

'kout in

the City!

Conservation
and Efficiency

Ecomaster Activities

Worksheet
Arc You a Big
I:11w gy Consnmei

Worksheet 2
Energy in Action

Extension Activities

Activity Card 1
Flow Electric Is
Your Home'

Overhead Transparency
How Energy Use Has
Changed

Overhead Transparency
Energy Use Grows
in the U. S.

Overhead Transparency
Loss of Energy by
Conversion

Worksheet 3
The -Jeneration Jolt"

Worksheet 4
Blackout in the City!
Can You Help?

Worksheet 5
Building a Generator

Worksheet 6
The Switch to Electric
Power

Activity Card 2
Appliances: Makin
Wise Choice

Activity Card 3
Which Cars Use More
Gasoline?

Activity Card 4
Incandescent vs.
Fluorescent Lighting

Activity Card 5
Can the Roof of a
House Save Energy?

Activity Card 6
Survey Your Home
Insulation

Activity Card 7
Testing for Good
Insulators

Activity Card 8
Designing a Turbine
for Efficiency

Evaluation of
Present Sources

Evaluation of
New Sources

Providing for
the Future

Our Present
Sources

The Oil Crisis

The Nuclear
CA:mtroversy

Filmstrip 1, Part B
Sources of Energy

Audio Ca
Side A

Overhead Transparency
How Does a Nuclear
Reactor Work?

Tapping New
Sources

Developing
Other Ways

Filmstrip 2
Sources of Energy

Audio Cassette,
Side B

Activity Card 9
Getting All the Oil
Out

Activity Card 10
1 5 Wind a Good Source

of Energy in Your Area?

Activity Card 11
Tapping Geothermal
Energy

Activity Card 12
A Solar poweled M tor

Worksheet 7
Congre,ssional Hearinq:

The EnergY Crisis

Worksheet 8
Providing for the Future


